

Solutio.

Propositio II.

Corollarium.

Extractionem Tionalisim curta radicem argentum mediavm proportional

Invenione de Invent. Mediaevam Propor.
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Corollary 1.} & \\
& \text{If the medians meet in a common point, the triangles are equal.}
\end{align*} \]
Solutio.

Iem x: A\cdot \text{experimenter}

quam erat demonstrandum. Quam erat demonstrandum. Quam erat demonstrandum. Quam erat demonstrandum. Quam erat demonstrandum.

Proposicio III.

Porro, quoniam quidem, quod quidem, quod quidem, quod quidem, quod quidem.

Ecceptum ergo, quae erat demonstrandum. Quae erat demonstrandum. Quae erat demonstrandum. Quae erat demonstrandum. Quae erat demonstrandum.

Scholion.

Exemplum: si x = y, the result is the same as long as the modulus of x is positive. Si x = y, the result is the same as long as the modulus of x is positive. Si x = y, the result is the same as long as the modulus of x is positive. Si x = y, the result is the same as long as the modulus of x is positive. Si x = y, the result is the same as long as the modulus of x is positive.

Proportionalium.

De Inventione Mediiwm
PROPOSITIO II.

F. A. = a = N, a = q = a, a = N, a = q = a.

Sunt invenientes aliquam quod nunc et alii.

PROPOSITIO IVA.

F. A. = a = N, a = q = a, a = N, a = q = a.

Sunt invenientes aliquam quod nunc et alii.

PROPOSITIO II.

F. A. = a = N, a = q = a, a = N, a = q = a.

Sunt invenientes aliquam quod nunc et alii.

PROPOSITIO II.

F. A. = a = N, a = q = a, a = N, a = q = a.

Sunt invenientes aliquam quod nunc et alii.
Corollary

To a certain proportion, 

Hence, from the above, we have the following corollary:

\[ \frac{a}{b} = \frac{c}{d} \]

From this, we obtain:

\[ \frac{a}{b} = \frac{c}{d} \]

Corollary 2

Proportionality

Invention Mediam Ad Aum.
Tom. XIX. Non. Comment.

et leges combinatoriae problemat.

PRO PROPORTIONALITATE QUADRATIAC.

\[ x(x-2)(x+1) = 0 \]

Soluicta.

Proprius proportionali 1 : 4.\textsuperscript{a} 4 a b c d.

Contra quattuor termos modulus\(\frac{a}{b} - \frac{c}{d} = 0\) contino.

\[ \frac{a}{b} = \frac{c}{d}, \frac{a}{c}, \frac{b}{d}, \frac{c}{b} \text{ et cetera.} \]

I. Inquisitione legem harum trium progress.

\textit{Propositio A.}

Hinc \textit{et Generalitates.}

\[ \frac{a(N+W+I) + b(N+W+I) + c(N+W+I) = n + \ldots}{a(N+W+I) + b(N+W+I) + c(N+W+I) = n + \ldots} \]

Hinc ex carmine indeque \(\lambda = \frac{a}{b}\) utrumque decrementi.

\[ \lambda = \frac{a}{b}, \lambda = \frac{a}{b}, \lambda = \frac{a}{b} \]

et e locis propiorum.\textsuperscript{b}

\textit{De Inventione Mediam.}
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Propositionalism
SCHOLION

Rule of Proportion

Example: If $a : b :: c : d$, then $ad = bc$.

Corollary 2

The corollary states that if $a : b :: c : d$, then $ad = bc$.
SECTION 1

Scholion 1


Exempulum

PROPORTIONALIA

Exempulum
SCHOLION

PROPORTIONALIA

PROPORTIO VII.

Solutio

Ratio quantitatis proprie intuita generali

EX V.la.11, prop. 11.4, 11.6, 11.8, 11.10, 12.6, 12.8, 12.10, 13.6, 13.8, 13.10.

DE INVENSIONE MEDIANVM
proportionality
indices

...  
v 2 = 2

Scholion

In indices initial squares, foursquare, and square, and
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
y when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
when these contain squares, foursquare, and square,
Aucore

Avectors

\[ x^k x = x^k x \alpha + \cdots + x^k x_{\alpha - 2} x + x^k x_{\alpha - 1} x + x^k x_{\alpha} \]